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Wednesday, March 10, 2021

Editor’s Note: Let’s talk numbers

As the halfway point of semester two approaches, numbers
have become a near-permanent resident in my head: x days
until the next Writer’s Block due date, waking up y minutes
early for career breakfast, and comparing z dollars in
university meal plans. In addition, STEM courses make up
the majority of my second semester schedule, so numbers fill
my homework time, as well as my 8:30 a.m. – 3:30 p.m.

I am not alone. 100% of the Grade 12 Chemistry and Physics
classes are in the second semester, while 75% of the Grade 12

English classes were in the first. Similar statistics are mirrored in the other grades;
most of our Upper School student body is calculating this semester, where they were
writing last.

It is certainly true for me; with the semester change, my only writing comes in the
form of The Writer’s Block. I was nervous for this Editor’s Note; "second
semester Emiko" can rattle off kinematics formulas until the cows come home but
hasn’t written much more than emails since semester one. So, I’ve fallen back on
what is comfortable right now: numbers.

In mathematics, an asymptote is a line that you can continually approach but never
quite reach. “Never writing” is like an asymptote; it would be nearly impossible to
ever fully stop writing, but we can certainly get close. Putting that time into physics
homework seems appealing and productive, but there is much value in exercising
both halves of your brain; it works to your benefit to spend some time writing. In
Constantine’s article, ‘STEM vs. The Arts?’, he makes a convincing argument to the
value of both subject categories; so please, if you find that you are only writing
when tallying up the weekly grocery list... pick up a pen and start scribbling.

For any students whose schedules are looking rather writing-deficient and STEM
heavy, consider joining The Writer’s Block or pursuing some of Anavi’s Between
the Lines prompts. These are great ways to start writing again and will hold you
accountable to that goal.

Take inspiration from the exciting, informative, and engaging articles (a whopping
11!!!) in this issue. Thank you to our phenomenal writing team and the behind-the-
scenes editors and graphics superstars, as well as Ms. Della Mora and Mr. Sylvester.
And of course, thank you to our wonderful readers. Enjoy this issue!

Hugs,

Emiko Wijeysundera

Editor-In-Chief
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Between the Lines Prompt:

Write a descriptive scene about something found
in nature. Feel free to add a story if you wish, but
the key is in the description.

Notes:

• two pages single spaced max.            

• send it in to aparekh@bayviewglen.ca when it's ready         

• give it a title!
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A Look at the Thorough Naming Process for the Bayview
Glen Houses with Anavi

Anavi has been writing since she was a child and uses it as an outlet to de-stress. She hopes her last
year will go out with a bang.

As our world continues to change in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, our Bayview Glen community
also has a new development coming its way. It is time to bid the old house names, named after former
Canadian prime ministers, goodbye. And thus begins the rebranding of our house system: new
merchandise, a larger role in student life, and of course, the different names. Since our houses play such
a large role in our school community, we have been asked to aid in this naming decision. When we think
about the endless possibilities, it seems like an ambitious task. First, we must ask ourselves, what’s in a
name?

It’s hard to answer this question without thinking of Juliet’s classic line from Romeo and Juliet.

Act II Scene ii, l. 43, 44

What’s in a name? That which we call a rose

By any other word would smell as sweet

Juliet does not believe names matter. She interprets it only as a way to refer to something or someone,
claiming that the value of object lies not in its name, but in its purpose. If that were true, we would not
spend months or even years refining the names we choose, worrying about its social, cultural, and
political implications. If Juliet were right, Bayview Glen would not be changing the names of our houses.

The reality is that words carry meaning. This is why it is so difficult to name a structure or object; we must
ensure the connotations of the word represents the object exactly as desired.

We can draw inspiration from buildings, which have previously been named after several things.
According to the New York Times, developers, architects, and owners chose building names that reflect
larger trends in the city. The geography of names was also important; French words, while mysterious
and foreign, are often unpronounceable. On the other hand, historically British names carry intrigue but
lose the familiarity that comes with words with North American connotations. When it comes to naming
Bayview Glen houses, we need something representative of our Canadian heritage.
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There has also been a long history of naming structures after people, however this has become highly
controversial due to any condoned actions of the individual. To name something after an individual
represents not just one accomplishment but all their decisions throughout their life. This may cause
complications, such as the one Bayview Glen is facing now.

Perhaps the most important and challenging aspect of naming is pinpointing the main values you are
trying to project. Since names are so open to interpretation, there is a lot to beware of. The new names of
our houses must represent our school and the Bayview Glen core values. They must also represent the
students, faculty and the spirit and liveliness reflected in school activities.

The further we delve into this question, the harder it seems to answer. I am stumped, as I’m sure many of
you are. How do we start?

I propose we use the process I use for naming. Although I am unsure whether or not this shall yield any
results, only by trying all the wrong answers can we find the right ones. In this spirit, we shall, together,
tackle the renaming of our houses as I tackle naming my short stories for English class.

 My personal naming dilemma House naming crisis

1. PROMPT

 

How naming
becomes an
issue.

Someone tells you simply
naming your short story
Anavi’s Short Story isn’t
enough. 

Someone tells you simply naming the houses House 1, House 2, House 3, and House 4
isn’t enough.

2. CRITERIA

 

So, we look at
what is important
to the object
being named.

Truth, loyalty, love, new
beginnings

The core values: respect, responsibility, compassion, integrity, equity, and balance & the
mission statement:

1. To provide an excellent education, to enable students to become members of the
global community

2. To develop the whole person by fostering self-worth and love of learning
3. To maintain a multicultural community
4. To develop in our students, respect and concern

3. EMPHASIS

 

Now we look at
things that “pop
out” to us.

“deep-fried pancakes dusted
with sugar”, “I woke to a
concentrated ray of
sunshine” 

Teamwork, bonding, community, friendship, dedication, commitment, and this phrase from
Mr. Federico, “They are ready and eager to change the world for the better.”

4. NAME

 

Lastly, we tie it
all together.

New beginnings + sun +
pancakes = A Dawning Gold

?

I can’t fill out that last bit alone because unlike my short story, our school isn’t just mine, it is shared by
our community. Throughout our years at Bayview Glen, no matter how few, our unique experiences have



made different memories “pop out” to each of us. Bayview Glen represents something unique to each
student and only together does it become the welcoming place we know and love.

You have all been given the opportunity to fill out a form and have your say in such an important decision
for our school. As this article has no doubt shown you, the process isn’t easy. Contrary to what Juliet may
think, names carry weight—much more than we might imagine.

Effective names live longer than the named item itself and carry a glorious history of the past. Our houses
will be the legacy the students in the Upper School leave behind; the banner under which our new
houses will come together. In these names, we shall forever remain a part of this momentous time, when
Bayview Glen chose to reinvent the image it projects onto the world.

And so, dear readers, what does Bayview Glen mean to you?
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My Keyboard and Me with Zara

Zara is a Grade 9 student who enjoys writing and playing sports.

If my keyboard could talk, it would tell me to stop thinking and start typing. It
would remind me that I spend more time gazing at my screen than stamping
words onto it. It would tell me to back away from the backspace.

If my keyboard could talk it would lecture me constantly, saying “you always
second guess yourself” or “what you wrote the first time was good enough”. I
would never hear the end of it. The hardest part of listening to my keyboard
would be knowing that everything it told me was true. Our keyboards witness
typos and incorrect punctuation, as well as dozens of great ideas going to
waste, simply because we second guess ourselves. They observe the words
on the page coming together and forming a magnificent story, while dreading
the moment we hover over the delete button, removing the masterpiece they
had instantly already fallen in love with and knew others would have too.

If my keyboard could talk it would focus all of its energy on retracing my
movements, almost as if it were a dance number. “One move left to the
exclamation point, two keys down to the A, 12 moves right to the delete
button and we’re back to the top.” It would pester me over and over in the
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most creative ways, making sure I never forgot how often I returned to the
backspace. It would express its annoyance, complaining that I use up so
much of its time, only to delete everything I had been working towards. My
keyboard would be angry, but I can’t blame it. It is given great articles and
paragraphs, which get taken away from it within seconds. It waits patiently
through the stuttering of my hands, only to receive a completely blank page
filled with the memories of a great story, now living in the recently deleted
folder of my computer. My keyboard would be both persuasive and
indignant, and it has every right to be. I would be too if I were constantly
being robbed of something I loved. Something even as simple as a few
words on a page.

My keyboard helps bring my ideas to life. It guides my hands through the
keys to create my best work and directs me away from the backspace button
to ensure that we can both enjoy this work forever. My keyboard has spent
its entire existence listening. But if it could talk, it would tell me to pause
before deleting and read the wonders I create.

  Idea from: https://writedirection.com/50-article-blog-title-ideas/
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Robotics Re-thought with Leela

Leela Bhide is a Grade 9 student with a passion for writing. She loves to
write anything, from analytical pieces to something as simple as a recipe for
a cookbook! Along with writing, you will most likely find Leela playing
volleyball, baking or re-watching The Vampire Diaries.

This uncertain school year has come with many
challenges. We have had to sacrifice many things at
school this year: having physical interactions with
classmates and friends or even enjoying the delicious
hash browns from the cafeteria. Luckily, we are able to

continue running several clubs including the FIRST Robotics Competition
(FRC) team. Usually the FRC season looks a lot different than how we are
participating this year, but fortunately, thanks to our coaches, Mr. Kashif and
Mr. Pestonji, we are able to continue running the FRC team in a unique and
exciting way. Rather than working on one big robot as it is done in typical
years, team members have been placed into smaller groups and are given
the opportunity to build and work on an innovative personal project of their
choice. This new format gives us the creative freedom to bring our ideas to
life and continues to improve our robotics skills, such as programming, 3D
design, handling equipment and tools and using various software programs.
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Groups have very few limitations and are building something completely
original, or mimicking an already existing product.

Teams started to formulate ideas in late October, and we began the process
of building the projects once we had come up with one. Up until the Holiday
Break, groups were making lots of progress with developing their projects
and continuing to learn various programs and how to use certain equipment.

One of the major differences from a normal FRC season is that some people
participating are fully online. Although they aren’t able to be in the lab,
people at home are still able to contribute to the team by meeting with
coaches and team members through Microsoft Teams and starting their own
projects from home. Some of the projects that are being worked on include a
Rubik’s Cube Solver, by Justin Fung and Aaron Chow, a wheelchair with the
ability to lift the person out of their seat, by the Grade 9 Cohort A students
and a T-Shirt folder, by Jacqueline Fung!

Traditionally, the FRC season commences in
September, and everyone interested in joining the
team has the opportunity to. New team members
get the chance to learn new skills from the
experienced members as mentors. This leads to
the rigorous, 6-week period in January where the
FRC season officially kicks off, and the teams are
given the time to brainstorm ideas, build and practice running their robot for
a Regional competition. This year, because we are not entering a
competition, the season was structured slightly differently. We plan to have a
showcase of all the personal projects, where groups can present theirs and
learn about others. This will act like a convention and will display all of our
hard work throughout the year. We are excited to be back in the lab and
can’t wait to get back to working on our highly anticipated projects!
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The Upper School Answers the Age-Old
Question with Constantine

Constantine is a Grade 10 student, and an admirer of the written word. He 
can be found writing poems or spinning tales no matter the place or time.

STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Math) and the Arts (music, art, 
drama, English) seem to be antithetical. STEM, all about numbers, facts, 
precision, and methodical-ness, exists to create inventions and advance 
society. The Arts, all about beauty, creativity, abstraction, and aesthetics, 
exists to bring beauty into life. Which is better? A familiar question–finally 
answered. 73 Upper School students have been surveyed on their personal 
preference between the Sciences and the Arts, and two have offered their 
viewpoints in the article below. Read on to find out the prevailing mood in 
Bayview Glen’s Upper School.

opy an  paste this link to access the way: https://sway.office.com/
jiA1kfE5vJfXDqDQ?ref=Link&loc=play
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Perseverance Lands on Mars -
Breakdown with Alan

Alan likes argui-sorry, debating. He also enjoys science and public speaking,
that’s pretty much it.
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Touchdown Confirmed

So a multi-billion-dollar SUV landed on Mars. You might know Curiosity, the
(now old) Mars Rover that has been doing science on the red planet since
2012. Curiosity is a less advanced version of Perseverance. Perseverance is
heavier, more complex, has better instruments, and a helicopter.
Perseverance landed in Jerezo Crater, thought to be an ancient life bed, and
might be able to find ancient forms of life in the rocks.

On February 18, the team at JPL was nervously awaiting the results of
Perseverance. Keep in mind that by the time we (on Earth) heard about
Perseverance entering the atmosphere, Perseverance was already on the
ground, we were just waiting for the signals to arrive. At 3:48 p.m.,
Perseverance entered the atmosphere; so began the 7 minutes of terror. At
around 3:55 p.m., the words “Touchdown Confirmed” came through, and just
like in 2012, everyone started screaming in celebration.

Now onto the helicopter. Ingenuity, the small helicopter, was attached to
Perseverance and is expected to attempt the first powered flight on another
planet on July 30 this year. Ingenuity is part of the sample return relay race.
The plan is for Perseverance to leave rock core samples on Mars, where
Ingenuity will fly them to a location, where future missions will return the
samples back to Earth for analysis by scientists.

Perseverance isn’t just an upgraded version of Curiosity. It has a completely
different sample mechanism, instead of just taking rock dust, it will take a
solid core. It has an experiment called MOXIE, which will produce a few
grams of oxygen per hour. Its cameras can measure a bunch more stuff and
its wheels have been redone with better treads and a larger diameter.
Additionally, almost all of Perseverance’s cameras are in colour, and it will
carry a microphone as well, which means we can hear things for the first
time ever on Mars.

All in all, if Curiosity was the first laptop, Perseverance is like a
supercomputer. Better in every way, yet still a little derivative. Here’s a photo
of Perseverance being lowered by the skycrane on Mars. Mind blown.
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The Real History of St. Patrick’s Day with
Julia

Julia Apitz-Grossman is in Grade 9 and has been at BVG for 7 years. She
has a variety of academic interests that range from learning languages to
writing stories. In her free time, you can find her playing video games,
listening to 70s music, and watching an unhealthy amount of Friends.

It’s March again, and with that comes warmer
weather, greener lawns, and the holiday that we all
know and love: St. Patrick’s Day. Most people in
North America see it as a lucky day; one to wear
green, have a good time, and celebrate Irish culture,
but what is the real story behind St. Patrick’s Day?

I’ll start off by making one thing clear: Saint Patrick was not Irish. That’s
right, he was born in a small town in Britain in the late 300s AD as Maewyn
Succat, a name he was not fond of and ended up changing to Patricius,
hence Patrick. At 16 years old, things took a turn in his life, and he was
swept away from his deacon father, kidnapped by Irish pirates. It was here
that he learned the ways of the Irish culture, and when he tried to escape he
was, believe it or not, captured once again by the French. He doesn’t exactly
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seem very lucky so far, does he? At last, he was released back to Britain and
chose to study Christianity into his late twenties.

One day, he had a vision that he must go back to Ireland and teach them the
ways of Christianity, (the Irish were mainly Druids and Pagans at the time),
so Patricius left Britain. After a few bumps in the road, he was able to
convert the better part of the population to Christianity making his vision
become a reality.

So where does the iconic shamrock come into play? Well, it is thought that
Patricius used the 3-leaf clover to help the Irish understand the idea of the
Christian Holy Trinity (the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit). Today, the 4-
leaf clover is thought to represent faith, hope, love, and luck for the person
who finds it.

The Irish were the first to celebrate Saint Patrick’s Day in the 17th century as
a day to celebrate Patrick’s life, as well as the arrival of Christianity to
Ireland. They called it “Feast Day”, which took place on the day of Patrick’s
death, March 17th. The tradition started to become more and more popular
in America as the Irish brought it over in the early 18th century, eventually
gaining enough popularity to host the first St. Patrick’s Day parade in Boston
in 1737. As more Irish immigrants came to America, the holiday grew and
grew and eventually became a day of global celebration.

The wearing of green did not actually originate from Patrick himself, in fact
blue was associated originally with Feast Day. The staple green goes back
to the Irish Rebellion, when soldiers fought off the British while sporting their
green uniforms, singing a song called “The Wearing of the Green”. From
then on, Ireland’s most prominent colour was that of their shamrocks and so
people wear green to celebrate St. Patrick’s Day, an Irish occasion.

Another reason to wear green is related to Irish
folklore. According to legend, wearing green
makes you invisible to leprechauns (a good
thing, because leprechauns pinch everyone
they see.) This is yet another Irish tradition that
seemed to stick with people around the world.

2021 may be a little different when it comes to
St. Patty’s parades or parties, but you can still take part in many traditions
while keeping everyone safe. Grab a renowned shamrock shake at



McDonalds, play some traditional Irish music, and keep an eye out for a
lucky 4-leaf clover. And of course, don’t forget to wear green if you don’t
want a pinch.
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Bayview Glen’s Myths with Christopher

Christopher Cha has been going to Bayview Glen for 12 years. He enjoys
history, stories, poetry, and Les Misérables. He is very approachable.

I have been going to Bayview Glen since BG2. Today, for people in high
school, Bayview Glen is a fun and exciting place. But it wasn’t always that
way...  as little kids there was much to fear. Teachers could tower over us
like skyscrapers or you could lose your loonie on civvies day. And even
scarier was the unknown. Rooms we weren't allowed to go into and strange
occurrences formed the wildest conclusions. To cope with these mysteries,
we created Bayview Glen myths: stories that would explain the unexplained.
So without further ado, here are the myths of Bayview Glen.

The Dungeon

If you have the chance, I recommend going to the Lower School before it
gets renovated. At the drop-off there is an iron door with metal bars. If you
look down, you will see darkness, with concrete stairs leading to a door. In
the past, no one knew what was down there, but there were three guesses.
The first was that it was where they stored the gryphon costume. The
second was that it was where they put the cleaning supplies. The best guess
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by far was that they kept a monster down there, and the door led to a
labyrinth. Teachers would throw bad kids down there and the monster would
eat them. This explained when a kid left the school without telling anybody…
we all knew they had been eaten. Even today, this myth lasts. Most recently,
people believe that is where the gryphon lives and that they imprison all the
bad kids down there. Obviously, there have been some changes, but that is
what seems to be the only myth that has lasted to the present day.

The Witches Hut

Out from the school on the woodland trail, where the Fun Run and Turkey
Trot runs take place. There you will come across a crumbling rock structure
with wood planks sticking out. Here lies the oldest myth known to Bayview
Glen. It is where the Bayview Glen witch lives. Back before I was in the
Lower School, it was rumored that the bad kids were sent to this shack,
known as “The Witches’ Hut”, where they would be imprisoned.

The Falling Stairs, Adam’s Fort, and The
Sticker

Everyone knew to be careful on the first level because so many people fell
down those stairs. The stairs were white but had been stepped on so much
that  they had begun to crack, showing their brown. Nowadays, the stairs
have been fixed, but I am still careful whenever I have to use them.

Going up those stairs you would eventually get to the third floor. There you’d
find the railing turning from gray to orange and white beams on the ceiling.
There was a painted gryphon on the side and a door which none of us
braved. No one knew where it led to or even its name until a kid named Sam
said that it was called Adam’s Fort. From what I heard it was a storage room,
but I thought it was a hallway on the account that I had seen kids go in and
come out another door on the fourth floor.

Across from that door was the robotics lab. On its door was a sticker of a
jolly roger and the saying “ye be warned.” No one knew what it meant or who
had put it up there. It was rumoured a teacher put it up there when it was still
a music room. But no one knew why. Some said it was to keep kids out of
the new robotics lab, others said it was when the room was vacant they used
that sticker not to allow people to go in.



Poisonous trees

If you are ever in the line waiting to pick up a younger sibling by parent
bench in the Lower School look to your left. There you will see some trees
on the top of the hill. Looking closer you may see what looks like big brown
beans. In the lower school when waking down sometimes someone stepped
on one of the seed sacks and green goo oozed from it. The green ooze was
thought to be a very strong poison that could kill. Everybody knew to wash
your hands if you had touched the poisonous seeds.

The Butt Tree

Yes, that is not spelled wrong but probably needs some explaining. Back in
the Lower School, there was a playground in the valley with a small forest in
one of the corners. There were a few trees there but there was one special
one. It was a thin tree but there were two round growths besides each other
looking like a butt which is where the name comes from. The growths were
so close to each other there was a crack in between. Although the left one
was bigger than the other we all knew what it represented. It was even said
to fart sometimes.

Man with a Rope

Once during lunch, someone saw a man with something in his hand on
another building. Looking at the bent object the student’s mind came to the
logical conclusion that any action movie-loving kid would come to: that man
has a sniper rifle in his hand. For the next half hour, the whole grade started
panicking and all arguing what it was. Until someone said that it was a
yellow rope. Then the grade was arguing if it was a gun or a rope until the
lunch had ended.

Who was the Gryphon?

As stated in a previous article (the history of Bayview Glen mascots) people
always wondered who was under that gryphon suit. The prevailing rumour
was that it was Mr. Slovenski, the athletic director. Although there were
always arguments on whether he was really under there.



Teacher Rooms

In the Lower School, there were many secret rooms that the teachers used.
Many were rumoured to be filled with wonders and that is why the teachers
used them so much. First, there was the teacher’s lounge which was
rumoured to have an ice machine which they used. There was also the
Bubble’s top floor which had a fridge and was said to have snacks in it along
with ice for injured people.
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Rock Climbing News in the Upper School
Gym with Sunil

Sunil is a cultural, partially metaphysical, but not quite literal monkey. In his
spare time, he finds existential meaning in doodles that sometimes end up
turning into words, but usually just drift around in doodle-like patterns- and
sometimes he even has a pen at hand to draw the chaos!

In Bayview Glen, there lies a wall. It is a lonely wall; surrounded by others of
its kin, it is isolated by its contours, its curves. Swimming around these
curves are jagged wooden dents and rubber scratches and interwoven
throughout are bright yellow tennis-ball strands: forgotten incidents gone
unchecked, without maintenance, or attention.

In Bayview Glen, there lies a wall. It is a perplexed wall. Confused by its
solitude, it sometimes gazes across bright lines, through twisted fabric nets,
and across cold plastic to catch a glimpse – a peek – at a foreign world. A
world of linear activity, a single dimension of play, is all that this wall
witnesses. It is a wall confused at itself; disoriented by its disuse, it wonders
why being ‘perpendicular’ suddenly entailed ‘extra-curricular’ activity – or
inactivity, rather.
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In Bayview Glen, there lies a wall. It is a hidden wall…but it is quickly
becoming discovered…

Much to the excitement of the critically bored volleyballs nestled into the
rafters of the Upper school gym, the Bayview Glen athletics department
underwent a revolutionary change over the February long weekend. Rubber
streaks were rapidly rubbed out of decade-old wood and chalk infused holds
were power cleaned for the first time in fifteen years. Now, after much stress
and excitement, the BVG CLIMBING WALL IS FINALLY OPEN!

As students and teachers alike drift back onto campus, they should make
heading down to the Upper School gym a priority. The space now houses a
radically transformed, ‘seemingly-abandoned’, Bayview Glen relic: the rock-
climbing wall. The green two-meter-tall wooden straitjacket that used to
imprison the lower half of the rock-climbing wall has been sliced apart and,
for the first time in BVG history, climbing is now a valid and supported career
pathway. As physical isolation and lockdown limited the available human
witnesses to this transformation, the translated accounts from a more
personified audience are listed below:

The Volleyball (Origins: 1999-2001 U16 Boys Volleyball Game | Current
Habitat: The BVG Rafters): “Wow! It has been a long journey here with this
rock-climbing wall – me and it go back almost fifteen years, when it was
installed and left to dust. Nevertheless, I am glad that my good friend has
finally been freed from its restraints! Maybe someday students will be able to
go up and free me from my little abode. I’ve even got some new friends – I
am not entirely sure what they are…but they do seem nice – three, shiny,
slightly-circular dish-thingies in total” (Ball, 2021)

*For clarification, the “shiny, slightly-circular dish-thingies” that The
Volleyball is talking about are, in reality, rock-climbing devices known as
Auto-Belays. As a general rundown, rock-climbing is a sport in pursuit of
vertical elevation – your goal is to reach the highest vertical point and you
achieve this by climbing. Additionally, it is also nice to reach this vertical
elevation with a certain amount of security (injury should be avoided); for
this, rock-climbers have invented various safety devices – and one of the
newest of these safety devices is the mechanism known as the Auto-Belay.
The main purpose of the Auto-Belay is to, as hinted in its name, belay
someone automatically. With this device you can climb a wall by yourself,



without the need of another person. At BVG, Auto-Belays operate under one
principal concept– magnetic braking. Unfortunately, after thorough research,
the most succinct explanation of this process was “magnets, dude!”, so let
us leave it at that.

The Upper School Gym (Origins: Unknown | Current Habitat: Bayview Glen):
“Woah! I am still trying to wrap my head around this one… Why would BVG
want to invest into something so perpendicular?! I demand an explanation –
I even got my floors waxed a few months ago…”

The Upper School Gym does pose a worthwhile question – what is so great
about rock climbing? Well, from a purely biological standpoint, humans are
related and almost genetically identical to the truest climbers of them all:
monkeys. It therefore follows that humans are innately poised and prepped
for the climbing lifestyle. On a less scientific note, however, climbing is a
truly unique inclusive sport that can be adopted by virtually anyone, of any
demographic or age group, whether you are a laidback-gym-class participant
or an orangutan. Climbing offers physical, cardiovascular and intellectual
stimulation! From your toes to your core to, yes, your fingers, rock climbing
is going to be a physical challenge right from the start. There is also a
puzzle-like quality to the sport; rock climbing strength is not directly
proportional to physical strength, and requires a combination of technique,
problem-solving and coordination.

With BVG House leagues and Rock-Climbing Club opening up in the coming
weeks, the wall that used to stand in such loneliness is quickly becoming a
popular lunch-time destination. A nice post-lunch workout is always nice –
and climbing will always be there waiting (depending on what day it is…
grades are separated)!

Stay tuned and keep climbing!
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The Role of Online Classes after COVID-
19 with Christian

Christian is a Grade 12 student who is looking to have a great final year! He
adores writing, specifically creative writing.

 

Online Learning: Education’s New Cornerstone

We are standing amidst a digital revolution, feet firmly planted. Being a
person in the twenty-first century means living in countless forms of media, a
chained slave to the online world. This is how it must be.

Technology has infused itself in almost every aspect of our society, filling
homes, workplaces, and most recently, schools. The pace at which
technology is integrated with education has dramatically increased due to
COVID-19. Even if the pandemic had not taken place, online schooling
would have gradually become more and more common. As students who
have been immersed in online learning for months, we understand that
despite its social limits, it is incredibly efficient, allowing for new ways of
going about teaching and learning as a whole.
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After the brutal, scorching heat of the pandemic subsides, where will online
education go from there? Having students attend online classes is the logical
way to stop the spread of COVID-19. But when vaccines are largely
distributed and cases plummet, what will happen with online schooling? The
option to attend classes online will follow us into future post-pandemic years,
as school boards are considering the integration of future fully online
options, even after the pandemic. The convenience and efficiency of online
schooling is appealing, but so is the social connection that we crave as
humans. So instead of a hybrid model taking place, both options will be
offered simultaneously. Students will be able to either tune into class using a
device or be there in person. The world of online education is just in infancy,
meaning that new ways for students to connect are hopefully around the
corner. 

According to an article from Harvard University, technology is a crucial part
of developing education, adding that “As technology becomes a major part
of how we communicate and share ideas, educators need to think critically
about how to deploy technology strategically” (Boudreau). 

Under no circumstances will online education take over in-person schooling.
That would be, in some ways, inhumane. Many of us know firsthand how
frustrating online learning can be, especially with the lack of social
connection, a basic human right. But if we look past the raging fire that we
may sometimes focus our sights on, online classes are incredibly useful for
getting work done, as well soaring through material. It would not make sense
to dim down the usage of online classes when they have been so well
organized due to the pandemic. 

The future is visible only in foggy bits and pieces, but if we look carefully
enough, we can glimpse into a post-pandemic world in which online
education has finally achieved normalcy. The lives of technology and people
are beginning to become one and the same, which is both terrifying and
spectacular.

Harvard University Article
(Boudreau): https://www.gse.harvard.edu/news/20/12/what-future-education-
looks-here
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Backstage at the Play with Delnaz

Delnaz is a Grade 9 student. She is new to Bayview Glen and she loves to
cook!

Before the year started, the cast had a different vision of what the play was
going to be like due to COVID. The teachers and Senior Production thought
that students would only have to social distance, but they still managed to
plan events to get closer with each other as a group and it would be a good
opportunity for students to get engaged. The play they are performing is
called “Macbeth” by William Shakespeare. They had the arrangement of the
cohorts in mind. However, when the pandemic seemed to be getting
worse, they had to change what they had in mind for the play. Social
distancing was hard to bring to action and everything used, like props, it had
to be sanitary, and it would be hard to manage.

The rehearsals were supposed to be half online, and half in-person based
on the cohorts. But due to the pandemic and lockdown, they had to switch to
fully online on Zoom. Certainly, there had been major changes to the play.
The cast now participates in rehearsals by joining Zoom meetings and they
use the props they have at home for their roles. It is not visible how students
feel about online rehearsals. It cannot be observed whether they are
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satisfied with Zoom rehearsals or not, since there is not a lot of interactions
between students. Meetings mostly focus on the play and less on
engagement between students. When asked what the biggest challenge of
putting on a play during COVID was, Safaa Ali, the director says, "The
biggest challenge is communication. It is hard to communicate with each
other in Zoom meetings.” The play is going to be there for all 4 years of high
school, students will most likely get attached to their memories and
opportunities; Safaa says, “The play is like a family; they grow together
throughout high school.” Communicating and socializing between the cast
can be difficult, but on the other hand, they have the chance to put even
more effort and focus on rehearsals more.

In the past, actors would be double casted, requiring two people per role.
However, the actors are single casted this year which makes the cast much
smaller. Mr. Reynolds and Safaa work together to direct the play. Other
teachers, including Mr. Hitchcock and Ms. Hitchcock, are engaged in the
backstage department of the play. Senior Production  includes roles of Stage
Management, Tech, Costumes, Prop master, etc. Samantha and Anjali are
stage managers, the main people of the production. Stage managers’ main
job is to oversee the action, both onstage and backstage. This includes
assisting the directors in terms of staging and informing the backstage of
lighting and props. The play’s main characters are, Macbeth played by
Alyana Nurani, Lady Macbeth played by Ellie Twohey, Malcolm played by
Justin Narayan, McDuff played by Jacob McMullan, and Banquo played by
Maya Freedman.

So how can you expect to watch the final play? Although it is going to be
sectioned and pre-recorded on Zoom, there will be a live release coming
soon! The pre-recordings are going to be edited in the category of sound,
lighting, etc. A few scenes have been recorded so far. The recordings are
going to be attached together and streamed like a movie. Safaa says that “At
first, I was concerned about how rehearsals changed to online only. But now
I’m impressed with the dedication people had to participate.” Overall, the
adaption might have been difficult at first, but the cast and the production of
the play seem to be getting used to online rehearsals and having good
progress in recording the play. 
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The SEC Profiles: Clubs and Finance with Anavi

Anavi has been writing since she was a child and uses it as an outlet to de-stress. She hopes her last
year will go out with a bang.

Nikhil Marwaha, Grade 12 (SEC Treasurer) 
How long have you been at BVG? 14 years

Brianna Gonzalez, Grade 12 (SEC Head of Clubs) 
How long have you been at BVG? 13 years

1. What’s your secret talent?

Nikhil: I’m an amazing singer, in any genre.

Brianna: I look at things in a positive light and try to bring that energy to the work I do.

2. What’s your favourite place in school? Why?

Nikhil: I’ve come to love the back deck during COVID-19. It’s hard to talk to everyone normally with your
mask on and while adhering to social distancing regulations, but outside it becomes a bit easier to talk to
people and build the meaningful connections that we all come to school for.
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Brianna: I love the cafeteria and their meals, especially butter chicken and chicken parm.

3. What is your favourite co-curricular in Bayview Glen that remains despite COVID-19? (and/or one
you think other students should take advantage of, if possible, with restrictions)

Nikhil: I think everyone should join DECA. It has been an integral part of my high school experience and I
want to share it with everyone. I also would recommend Wellness Club, which is a safe space to reflect
on your mental health. You can still join now we meet every other Thursdays from 3:30-4pm.

Brianna: I’ve been super impressed with how well clubs have been running this year. I’ve dropped in on
a few meetings and it’s nice to see that club heads are discovering interesting ways to keep their
members engaged.

4. What is your favourite word?

Nikhil: I like how the word heliophilia sounds and I feel its definition, the desire to stay in the sun, is very
applicable to me.

Brianna: Sonder, which refers to the feeling of realizing that everyone has a life as complex as our own,
which they are constantly living despite our lack of awareness of it. I think the concept of it is so
interesting to think about and absolutely amazes me.

5. What is one thing you would like the student body to know about you?

Nikhil: If you ever need a math tutor, let me know.

Brianna: I think having fun every day is what makes life worthwhile. Especially during COVID-19, when
times can get slow and monotonous, it’s important to remember what is the only thing that really matters
and that’s enjoying ourselves.

6. What is one thing you want to do as your role?

Nikhil: There isn’t a lot to change as Treasurer, the role has been pretty much the same for years. I
would like to spread awareness about the accounting and financial industries in the student body and
hopefully increase general interest.

Brianna: I wanted to bridge student’s passions, interests and activities and make a tighter knit community
based on the clubs they are in. Personally, I met a lot of people when I was part of robotics who I would
not have interacted with without our shared passion of STEM and engineering. Bayview Glen has given
me so many opportunities within the school and I wanted to give back and do the same for other people.
This is also one of the main reasons I wanted to become Head of Clubs.

7. With the intention of finding a silver lining: in what way has COVID-19 affected your life in a positive
manner?

Nikhil: COVID-19 has given me the opportunity to help marginalized communities with education and
bridge the gap between online learning for both private and public schools. This pandemic has led me to
join a not-for-profit organization called Peer4Peer that tutors students in a variety of different subjects.

Brianna: I’ve been spending a lot of time with my family. Since we’ll be going off to university soon, this
time is even more important. At lunch, I’ll go spend time with my brother and we’ll watch movies together
over the weekend or bake pizza.

8. What is your favourite story/memory at Bayview Glen (preferably different than the one in the
yearbook)?

Nikhil: I had a lot of fun during our Grade 10 Haliburton trip and had a great group. I also generally enjoy
hanging out in the Grade 12 Common Area with my friends.



Brianna: I will always remember BBI2O as one of my favourite courses because of the many long-lasting
memories that I created. I’ve also made many surprisingly great connections this year. Our
circumstances have allowed for interactions with people I would ordinarily never have spoken to,
especially these past few months when everyone had to go back online. Just in Chemistry the other day,
I had an amazing experience with others that I doubt I would have had if we were in school.

9. What are your famous last words?

Nikhil: I don’t know (those are the words).

Brianna: Success is 80% determination, 20% procrastination and 5% attention to detail.

10. If you could do anything for one day in a world without COVID-19, what would you do?

Nikhil: Have a big party with all my friends at my house. I’d also like to travel again, but I doubt I could
cover all that in a day.

Brianna: I would just eat in the Bayview Glen cafeteria again, with our whole grade. Seeing everyone
together in one of my favourite places, eating food that I’ve missed terribly, would mean so much to me.

 

Writer’s Thoughts:

These interviews were quick and to the point. It was clear these individuals had a definite vision in mind
of where they wanted to take their positions and the responsibilities they hold this year. My favourite bits
were Brianna’s mystical connection to the cafeteria and the sense of belonging that she associates with
it and our grade (I’m also definitely going to use her famous last words). Nikhil’s goal to incorporate
financial education is intriguing, and I know I would really benefit from a system like that, especially as
we transition to adulthood throughout high school. I am looking forward to seeing what the rest of the
year holds for our Treasurer and Head of Clubs!
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